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The Business 18 tower is situated in the prime development of Jaipur,The Business 18 tower is situated in the prime development of Jaipur,
opposite New Atish Market, Mansarovar Jaipur; this is a unique conceptopposite New Atish Market, Mansarovar Jaipur; this is a unique concept
of Business Tower and pedestrian zone for the office purposes as wellof Business Tower and pedestrian zone for the office purposes as well
as retail outlets. The convenient location proves to be an advantage,as retail outlets. The convenient location proves to be an advantage,
while inviting clients, attracting customers or hiring the best talent.while inviting clients, attracting customers or hiring the best talent.
The tower is situated right opposite to New Atish Market, Jaipur withThe tower is situated right opposite to New Atish Market, Jaipur with
ample of parking space, cafeteria, gymnasium, swimming pool,ample of parking space, cafeteria, gymnasium, swimming pool,
banquet and banquet and business centrebusiness centre. All offices are air-conditioned with an. All offices are air-conditioned with an
atria concept. The atria are a popular design feature which gives theiratria concept. The atria are a popular design feature which gives their
building a “feeling of space and light”. The business 18 is the bouquetbuilding a “feeling of space and light”. The business 18 is the bouquet
of matching lifestyle on work, which takes your business to the nextof matching lifestyle on work, which takes your business to the next
level of success.level of success.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/business-18-7813http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/business-18-7813
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